Safe Ride Service Demonstrates MIT's Failures

Column by Matthew H. Hersch

Editor's Note

I was all set to write a column about how this very week MIT could have mitigated some of the server issues. But then a cold front came in, and there was less server traffic. So I decided to write about safe ride service, rather than server traffic, which was more relevant at the time.

My journey of self-discovery was prompt- ed by a recent ride on MIT's safe ride service. The van was not very crowded, and the driver was polite. I was able to get on the van, and I was happy to see that the van was well-maintained. The driver was friendly, and he seemed to be doing a good job.

In short, my Monday night ride was a success. I was able to get home safely, and I was grateful to have the van. I hope that MIT continues to provide safe ride service for their students.
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